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Abstract
The planar geometric structure and the rich absorption feature endow porphyrins with
interesting optoelectronic properties and also make it promising building blocks for
supramolecular assembly. Recent advances in the photocatalytic applications of porphy‐
rins, including homogeneous, heterogeneous photocatalysis, and photoelectrochemical
solar cells are highlighted. Porphyrin photocatalysts are involved in the form of mol‐
ecules, supported molecules, nanostructures, and thin film. Related rational design strat‐
egies are provided for each form with an aim to enhance the light conversion efficiency.
Finally, the ongoing directions and challenges for the future development of porphyrin
semiconductors in high‐quality optoelectronic devices are also proposed.
Keywords: porphyrin, homogeneous photocatalysis, heterogeneous photocatalysis,
nanostructure, photoelectrochemical solar cell

1. Introduction
Environment and energy issues have been presented as the biggest challenges facing human‐
ity nowadays. Among the various solutions, photocatalysis is a promising approach both for
photochemical energy conversion and for photochemical decontamination, hence to fulfill
the sustainable energy supply and environment remediation by use of the abundant, natural
sunlight [1–5]. To achieve efficient solar energy conversion, the photocatalysts are required
to possess excellent light‐harvesting capability, charge transfer efficiency (factors including
exciton lifetime, mobility, etc.), as well as surface activity (specific surface area, ionic adsorp‐
tion, etc.) [6–8]. Most research studies in photocatalysis have been concentrated on the use of
inorganic semiconductors, such as TiO2 [9–11], Fe2O3 [12–14], ZnO [15–17], and Cu2O [17–19]
which mostly suffer from inefficient light absorption and hardness. Strategies to enhance the
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efficiency of these catalysts correlating with band engineering [20, 21], texture modification
[16, 22], or configuration organization [23, 24] always involve complicated fabrication pro‐
cesses. All these limit their practical affordable applications. Still, much effort is needed to find
other photoactive materials as alternatives for facile preparation and economical applications.
During the last decades, increasing attention has been paid to the field of semiconducting
organic materials for optoelectronic applications [25–27]. One of the most important advan‐
tages concerning these organic materials is that their molecular structure and functions can
be easily modulated via molecular design and tailoring. Additionally, integration of them
into lightweight, large‐area devices can be simply realized through solution processing at
low cost. In addition, organic semiconductors, also referred to as π‐conjugated molecules, are
characterized by a delocalized π‐electron system that makes them ideal building blocks for
the fabrication of advanced functional nanomaterials and nanodevices [28–30]. As a typical
representative of π‐conjugated molecules, porphyrins are of particular interest due to some
key aspects, such as their excellent light‐harvesting property, p‐type semiconducting behav‐
ior, ease of chemical modification, good supramolecular assembly, and film‐forming features
by means of either solution‐based or thermal‐based techniques [31–33]. Coupled with their
chemical stability and flexibility, the use of porphyrin in optoelectronics has become a fast‐
growing research focus, and great development has been made in the field of organic solar
cells (OSCs) [34, 35], organic field‐effect transistors (OFETs) [36, 37], organic light‐emitting
diodes (OLEDs) [38, 39], even in flexible organic semiconductor devices.
As a photocatalyst, porphyrins were first used in homogenous photocatalysis [40]. The prob‐
lem with it is the limited stability of porphyrin molecules and the recovery of them for suc‐
cessive use. Fortunately, this could be circumvented by mobilizing porphyrin molecules on
solid supports or assembling them into robust nanostructures [41, 42]. Recently, more efforts
have been made on the development of a semiconductor‐based photoelectrochemical (PEC)
water splitting device [43, 44], and thus organic photoelectrodes have aroused special atten‐
tion. Relating progresses are dealt with in detail in separate sections. Before that we have a
brief introduction of the relation between porphyrin molecular structure and optoelectronic
properties. The use of molecular porphyrin as modification of inorganic semiconductors to
achieve absorption of visible light is not covered in this chapter.

2. Porphyrins: structures and optoelectronic properties
In nature, porphyrin‐related molecules are important photosynthetic pigments that per‐
form the light‐harvesting and charge/energy transfer functions in biological photosynthesis
[45–48]. The role of porphyrins in photocatalysis is mainly related to their optical feature.
As shown from the basic porphyrin ring (Figure 1), porphyrins are tetrapyrrole derivatives
which are composed of four pyrrole subunits interconnected via ─CH═ bridges. The inner
16‐membered ring with 18 π electrons constitutes its electronic “heart,” which is responsible
for the optical spectra. Many authors have investigated its optoelectronic properties because
of simplicity. Again, molecular engineering is easily attainable by various chemical modifica‐
tions to this basic ring, leading to proper tuning of the optoelectronic properties [49–51].
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Figure 1. An illustration of a representative tetraarylporphyrin.

First, central substituent of porphyrin ring has a major effect on the optical spectra. Depending
on the atom or group that occupies the center, porphyrins can be basically divided into free‐
base type (two hydrogens in the center) and metal‐type [52, 53], or the so‐called metallopor‐
phyrin that is formed by exchange of the two protons in freebase porphyrin by a metal ion.
Considerable varieties in the optoelectronic properties just arise from such center difference.
Particularly, freebase porphyrin has a four‐banded visible spectrum notably different from
the two‐banded spectrum exhibited by metal complex [54]. This spectral difference is attrib‐
uted to the fact that the two freebase hydrogens in the center greatly reduce the symmetry
from square to rectangular. In the case of metalloporphyrin [55], the change of metal in some
cases can strongly influence absorption spectra. It is now known that the central metal per‐
turbs the absorption spectra mainly through the interaction of the metal electrons with those
of the ring, and sometimes the coordination type can also affect the spectra.
In addition to central substituents, peripheral substituents at various locations around the
ring, including four meso and eight β‐positions, can also impart different properties to a
greater or lesser extent to the molecule [56–58]. Xie et al. have introduced various numbers
of triphenylamine and trimethoxyphenyl groups to the meso‐positions as electron donors, in
an attempt to systematically tune the highest occupied molecular orbital‐lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (HOMO‐LUMO) energy levels [59]. As a photocatalyst, HOMO‐LUMO
bandgap determines the absorption wavelength for light‐harvesting efficiency, and the suit‐
able HOMO and LUMO levels ensure an efficient electron injection and dye regeneration
process. With regard to porphyrins, the modulation of the HOMO‐LUMO levels, along with
the corresponding optoelectronic properties, can be simply realized through proper choice
of an anchoring group to the ring. In another work, Sharma and coworkers reviewed the
importance of various anchoring groups linked to either meso or β‐positions in improving the
light collection efficiency of dye‐sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) [58]. As the most widely used
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anchoring group, the position of carboxylic acid (COOH) was found to vary the performance
of solar cells. Increased photocurrent was generated when the position of COOH changed
from the para position to the meta position. Also in some cases, porphyrin is functionalized
with donor and acceptor moieties. Upon photoexcitation, the generated exciton diffuses to
the donor‐acceptor interface, affording enhanced charge transfer character. Meanwhile, the
enlarged electron conjugation leads to a narrowing of the optical bandgap, giving rise to
broad light‐absorbing dye.

3. Porphyrin‐based homogeneous photocatalysts
Increasing emphasis has been placed on photocatalysts as an environmentally friendly pro‐
cess to decompose organic pollutants in contaminated water and air. It is well documented
that porphyrins and metalloporphyrins have contributed a lot to photooxidation catalysis in
homogeneous media.
3.1. Reaction mechanisms
As for highly effective triplet‐state porphyrins, two possible mechanistic pathways are
involved in a photocatalytic process: energy transfer and electron transfer from the triplet
excited state [60, 61]. Singlet oxygen species (1O2) is commonly involved during the energy
transfer process, whereas other active oxygen species such as a superoxide radical anion (O2•−)
or hydroxyl radical (•OH) are essentially involved in the case of the electron transfer process.
Time‐resolved spectroscopic methods thus provide a powerful tool to detect the transient
species derived from the photocatalyst for the study of fast reaction kinetics.
Homogeneous porphyrins are well known to generate 1O2 [40, 62–64]. For example, the
triplet quantum yield of meso‐tetra (2,6‐dichloro‐phenyl) porphyrin (TDCPP) was reported to
be 0.995, with its corresponding singlet oxygen quantum yield around 0.98 [65]. As highly
recognized, the photochemically generated singlet oxygen acts as a primary oxidant in
photodegrading organic pollutants and viruses in natural water. In the case of meso‐tetra(2,6‐
dichloro‐3‐sulfophenyl) porphyrin (TDCPPS) [66] or its iron complex (FeTDCPPS) [67] when
oxidizing phenols, the main photodegradation pathway involved reaction with singlet oxy‐
gen, as suggested by the following observations: the triplet state of the porphyrins was effi‐
ciently quenched by molecular oxygen; singlet oxygen phosphorescence was detected by
time‐resolved measurements.
3.2. Homogeneous photocatalysis
As the catalyst is dissolved, it is easy to get access to all active sites, resulting in high catalytic
activities. For instance, water‐soluble TDCPPS and its metal complexes were successfully
used in the photodegradation of 4‐chlorophenol, giving rise to the main photoproducts
such as p‐benzoquinone, whereas 2,6‐dimethylphenol was transformed into 2,6‐dimeth‐
ylbenzoquinone [60]. The same product was obtained when 4‐chlorophenol was treated
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with water‐soluble FeTDCPPS [68] and sodium meso‐tetra (4‐sulphonatophenyl)porphyrin
(NaTPPS). Photodegradation of atrazine and ametryn by meso‐tetra(4‐sulphonatophenyl)
porphyrin (TPPS) or TDCPPS resulted in a mixture of photoproducts [69]. Further exam‐
ples are the photooxidation of 2,4,6‐trinitrotoluene (TNT) with TPPS and its iron complex
(FeTPPS) to give trinitrobenzoic acid and trinitrobenzene [70]. In most cases given above,
water‐soluble porphyrin derivatives are adopted, which are more suitable for practical
wastewater treatment.
As another case, hydrogen production is a typical photocatalytic reaction that occurs under
light irradiation. Photoinduced hydrogen production from water is regarded as an efficient
and cost‐effective method for the conversion and storage of solar energy. This process is usu‐
ally accomplished by a system containing a photosensitizer, electron carrier, electron donor,
and a catalyst. Chlorophyll and ferredoxin are the natural photosensitizer and electron carrier,
while porphyrins often act as an artificial photosensitizer [71]. An example of water‐soluble
zinc meso‐tetra(1‐methylpyridinium‐4‐yl)porphyrin chloride [ZnTMPyP4+]Cl4 as a photosen‐
sitizer, viologens as an electron carrier, ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) as an electron
donor, and hydrogenase (H2ase) as a catalyst was provided by Qian et al. Lazarides et al.
reported the use of the same [ZnTMPyP4+]Cl4 as a photosensitizer, but with cobaloxime com‐
plex as a catalyst [72]. Using this system, the photocatalytic activity maintained for 20 h pro‐
ducing in total about 280 TON of hydrogen. In some other studies, Co, Fe, and Rh porphyrins
were shown to be active as the hydrogen evolution catalysts via photoinitiation using other
sensitizers [73]. Scandola and coworkers reported the efficient photochemical hydrogen evo‐
lution from 1 M pH 7 phosphate buffer by using water‐soluble cationic cobalt (II) porphyrin
as the catalyst, ascorbic acid as the electron donor, and [Ru(bpy)3]2+ (bpy = 2,2′‐bipyridine) as
the photosensitizer, in achievement of TON up to 725 [74]. Kinetic studies revealed a rapid
electron transfer process from [Ru(bpy)3]2+ to cobalt (II) porphyrin with a calculated rate con‐
stant of 2.3 × 109 M−1 s−1.

4. Porphyrin‐based heterogeneous photocatalysts
Despite the feasibility, the homogeneous porphyrin cannot be commercialized. It has a ten‐
dency toward deactivation due to photobleaching or solvolysis by the solvent, and recovery
of it from the reaction media usually constitutes another difficulty. In this case, heterogeniza‐
tion of porphyrins seems necessary. One possible solution is to immobilize them on organic
or inorganic solid support for improved stability and easy recovery. On the other hand,
nanoassembly provides another way to stabilize porphyrin molecules. The two aspects are
addressed in the following sections.
4.1. Supported porphyrin photocatalysts
Grafting of porphyrin molecules onto a solid matrix is a useful and practical approach to
carry out the reaction, since solid photocatalysts can be easily separated from the reaction
medium and reused.
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4.1.1. Inorganic support
Easily available silica has been extensively employed as a host for porphyrins [66]. Immobilized
porphyrins have been obtained by covalent link to aminoalkylated silica particles for elimina‐
tion of model pollutants. Through a modified Stöber technique and thiolene polymerization,
porphyrin functionalized silica microspheres have been constructed and repeatedly used for
the photooxidation of 1,5‐dihydroxynaphthalene (DHN) [75]. Likewise, sulfonated porphyrin
has been attached to silica to photooxidize 1,5‐dihydroxynaphthalene (DHN) in water [67].
Results show that this solid photocatalyst is stable and can be recycled five times without
significant loss of activity. Other supports such as clay, zeolites, or layered materials are also
involved to host porphyrins [76, 77]. Due to immobilization, the stability of the catalysts is
thereby enhanced and the efficiency loss is reduced.
4.1.2. Organic polymers as supports
To obtain a high retention, porphyrins have been included inside solid polymer backbones,
which are found to impart interesting modifications on their photochemical properties [61].
For instance, anionic TPPS and its metal complex have been covalently anchored onto cat‐
ionic polystyrene [78]. The resulting polymer‐porphyrin system with rich ionic sites showed
high activity in photokilling Escherichiacoli cells. In another work, porphyrin‐polythiophene
complex has been synthesized via electrostatic interactions, leading to a high‐energy transfer
process [79]. Thus, singlet oxygen could be effectively generated to kill the bacteria under
white light. Biodegradable chitosan can also serve as a scaffold, as in the case of chitosan‐sup‐
ported metallotetraphenylporphyrin complexes [80]. Porphyrin that was covalently attached
to nylon fabric was also found to be very effective against Staphylococcus aureus [81].
Resins are alternative supports for porphyrins due to the ease of preparation. NaTPPS has
been ionically bounded at polymeric ion‐exchange resin (Amberlite) toward oxidizing phe‐
nols [82]. Diffuse reflectance spectra revealed that the grafted porphyrin had an absorption
feature close to the homogeneous one. Different resins such as Amberlite or 16–50 mesh have
been employed to support a series of porphyrins to evaluate their activity and stability with
phenols as model pollutants [83]. In all cases, the preparation is simply carried out by stirring
the mixture of ion exchangers and the catalysts in an appropriate medium.
4.1.3. Carbon materials as supports
Compared to energy transfer, photoinduced electron transfer (PET) by transformation of exci‐
tation energy into chemical potentials in the form of long‐lived carriers is at the heart of pho‐
toenergy conversion. On a molecular level, a large number of porphyrin‐based dyads or triads
(porphyrin‐fullerene, porphyrin‐quinone) have been intentionally designed to initiate the PET
process [84, 85]. For heterogenization, more consideration has been given to choice of π‐conju‐
gated carbon materials such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs), graphene, or C3N4 as scaffolds. Their
electron‐accepting nature thus offers an opportunity to facilitate electron transfer and enhance
the photoconversion efficiency [86–88]. An additional advantage is their ability to form flexible
macroscopic scaffolds through different techniques such as filtration or layer‐by‐layer assembly.
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Much efforts have been made to organize porphyrins on the semiconducting CNTs because
of their unique optoelectronic properties, stability, and high surface area. Steady‐state flu‐
orescence (FL) reveals that covalently connected porphyrins function as energy‐harvesting
and electron‐transferring antennae, while the CNTs function as electron acceptors [86, 89]. FL
quenching is commonly referred to as a useful fingerprint to probe the PET process. As in the
case of single‐wall carbon tube‐zinc porphyrin (SWCNT‐ZnP) hybrids (Figure 2A), steady‐
state and time‐resolved FL studies (Figure 2B) revealed efficient FL quenching of the singlet‐
excited state of zinc porphyrin with the rate constants of charge separation in the range of
(3–6) × 109 s−1 [90]. In addition, because of increased PET, a uniform film made of CNTs‐por‐
phyrin conjugates by simple filtration displayed high light‐activated antimicrobial activity
toward S. aureus with easy recovery [91].
Graphene is known to provide high‐quality two‐dimensional (2D) support to increase the
loading content of the photocatalysts. Regarding its large surface area, special surface activi‐
ties, and layered structure, much efforts have been devoted for the preparation of nano‐
structured graphenes, in the form of sheets, films, or quantum dots (QDs), to promote the
separation and transfer of photoinduced charge carriers [92–94]. So far, a series of papers
have appeared dealing with covalent and noncovalent attachment of porphyrin to graphene.
Noncovalent methods include electrostatic interactions, π‐π interactions, and axial coordina‐
tion. For instance, graphene/zinc tetraphenylporphyrin (GR/ZnTPP) composite was facilely
prepared via noncovalent interaction [95]. Note that 71% FL quenching seen with ZnTPP
in the GR/ZnTPP composite clearly implied a PET process from ZnTPP to GR. With the aid
of GR, improved photocurrent response was found in the GR/ZnTPP composite. Likewise,
multiple‐bilayered graphene oxide (GO)‐porphyrin film was prepared by taking advantage of
the π‐π and electrostatic interactions between GO sheets and porphyrin molecules, and then
underwent subsequent vapor reduction to give a reduced graphene oxide (rGO)‐porphyrin
film [96]. The as‐obtained film also showed enhanced photocurrent generation following the

Figure 2. (A) Supramolecular structure of SWCNT‐ZnP; (B) FL spectral changes in the visible region of ZnP during the
titration of increasing addition of SWCNT, excitation wavelength λex = 550 nm. Adapted from Ref. [89].
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PET. Graphene quantum dots (GQDs), have also been used to bind to zinc porphyrin by
π‐π stacking, to give excellent photocatalytic performance toward degrading methylene blue
(MB) under visible light irradiation [97].
Covalent attachment of porphyrin to graphene usually refers to the formation of covalent
bonds between the different functional groups (COOH, NH2, etc.) in the periphery of the
porphyrin ring and the oxygen groups of GO. By comparison with noncovalent methods,
the covalent bond is stable and well defined, and moreover, the number or type of func‐
tional groups can be controlled by fine‐tuning the functionalization. It is also widely accepted
that the covalent band can form channels to prompt the PET between porphyrin and gra‐
phene. For instance, amine‐functionalized prophyrin (TPP‐NH2) and GO bound together via
an amide bond (TPP‐NHCO‐Gr) [98]. In a different report (Figure 3), azide‐terminated zinc

Figure 3. Schematic representation of the covalently linked ZnP‐GS. Adapted from Ref. [99].
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porphyrin (ZnP) and 4‐(trimethylsilyl)ethynylaniline modified graphene sheets (GSs) were
covalently linked to give ZnP‐GS with the formation of the triazole bond [99]. Occurrence
of PET was indicated in this covalently linked ZnP‐GS composite based on its higher pho‐
tocurrent response. Further examples are the use of different metal ions (such as K+, Ca2+,
Zn2+, Cu2+, and Co2+) as interfacial linkers to construct a series of composites between GO and
5,15‐diphenyl‐10,20‐di(4‐pyridyl)porphyrin (DPyP) [100]. The resulting strong interaction
between metal ions and DPyP/GO thus facilitates the spatial separation of photogenerated
charges, thereby leading to higher photocatalytic activity for hydrogen production.
Graphitic‐like C3N4 (g‐C3N4), as another 2D framework, is highly identified as a visible light‐
active polymeric semiconductor with a bandgap of ~2.7 eV and appropriate energy levels
that can extract hydrogen from water [101–104]. It is expected that g‐C3N4 can bind to por‐
phyrin through π‐π stacking, electrostatic interaction, or covalent bonding, which resem‐
bles graphene. An extra merit lies in the well‐matched band structures between porphyrin
and C3N4 that allow a good combination of them for increased PET. For instance, Cu (II)
meso‐tetra(4‐carboxyphenyl)porphyrin (CuTCPP) was easily assembled on g‐C3N4 to form
CuTCPP/g‐C3N4 composites through π‐π stacking interaction [88]. Given that the LUMO
band of CuTCPP lies below that of g‐C3N4, the photoinduced electrons from excited CuTCPP
can be directly transferred to g‐C3N4. This thereby reduced the probability of charge recom‐
bination, resulting in higher photocatalytic activity for phenol degradation than individual
component. Natural metalloporphyrin, hemin, has been coupled with imidazole‐functional‐
ized g‐C3N4 through an axial coordination. The strong coordinate bond endowed the g‐C3N4‐
hemin catalyst with enhanced stability. The obtained g‐C3N4‐hemin thus displayed higher
and sustained photocatalytic oxidation activity for the degradation of 4‐chlorophenol over
a wide pH range [105]. In a different report, Co (II) porphyrin has been covalently linked to
g‐C3N4 for photocatalytic reduction of CO2 [106]. The as‐obtained hybrid possessed thirteen‐
fold higher photocatalytic activity (17 μmol g−1 h−1) than pure g‐C3N4 (1.4 μmol g−1 h−1). Such
enhancement was attributed to the increased charge separation and prolonged lifetime of the
excited state due to the electron trap by Co (II) sites.
4.2. Nanostructured porphyrin photocatalysts
Nanostructured porphyrins are expected to have chemical activities and stability quite dif‐
ferent from those free or supported porphyrins [107, 108]. Particularly, the synthetic versatil‐
ity enables the controllable organization of porphyrins into well‐defined nanostructures via
rational assembly [109–111]. For the past decade, reports began to appear on the synthesis
of porphyrin nanomaterials or nanocomposites for enhanced photocatalytic performance
[112–114].
4.2.1. Supramolecular assembly
Supramolecular assembly is defined as large aggregation of molecules held together by non‐
covalent bonds, such as hydrogen bonds, metal coordination, van der Waals, and π‐π inter‐
action. By carefully adjusting these intermolecular interactions, aggregates with diversity
and complexity can be formed [115]. For instance, π‐π interaction is thought to drive the
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formation of nanorods of 5,15‐bis(3,5‐di‐tert‐butylphenyl)porphyrin (H2DBuPP) [113]. The
much broader absorption in the visible and near infrared regions suggested the strong supra‐
molecular π‐π interaction. As a consequence, the organized rod‐crystals exhibited a broad
photoresponse in the visible region (an incident photon to current conversion efficiency
(IPCE): ∼5.5% at 460 nm), which paralleled their corresponding absorption features. As is also
shown, change of the substituents at meso‐positions to control the intermolecular interaction
finally led to some difference in the length of the rod crystals.
In a different report, highly crystalline rectangular nanotubes of meso‐tetra(4‐pyridyl)porphy‐
rin (H2TPyP) were synthesized [111]. The key driving forces included: hydrogen‐bonding
interactions along the c‐axis, hydrogen‐bonding and π‐π interactions along the a‐axis, and
hydrogen‐bonding and hydrogen‐π intermolecular interactions along the b‐axis, respectively.
In addition, metal coordination interactions are always involved in the design of well‐defined
porous metal‐organic frameworks (MOFs). An example is the mediation of Zn2+ in the assem‐
bly of meso‐tetra(4‐carboxyphenyl)porphyrin (TCPP) in Figure 4 [116]. The X‐ray diffraction
(XRD) patterns of Zn2+‐meditated TCPP nanocubes, nanorods, and microrods are totally dif‐
ferent from TCPP starting materials, which means that coordination bonds play a significant
role in the structural change of TCPP. In another study, the involvement of Cu2+ has led to the
assembly TCPP into 2D crystalline nanofilms [117].
All suggest that we are able to manipulate the intermolecular interactions by properly mod‐
ifying the peripheral position or ring cavity of the porphyrins, thereby allowing fine‐tun‐
ing of the molecular packing mode. Such a strategy enables us to construct a rich variety of
nanostructures with different sizes and shapes. To date, comprehensive studies have been

Figure 4. A schematic illustration of the proposed structures of TCPP architectures via paddle‐wheel complexes in this
study. Adapted from Ref. [116].
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conducted on the preparation of porphyrin nanostructures by different synthetic methods,
with morphologies varying from nanoparticles to nanowires, nanofibers, nanobelts, nano‐
tubes, nanowheels, or films.
4.2.2. Preparation and applicability
Reprecipitation is the most widely used method for supramolecular assembly. It is performed
by injection of a small amount of concentrated solution of porphyrin in good solvent into a pool
of poor solvent. Sometimes, addition of surfactants affords a better control of the assembly pro‐
cess. The aforementioned H2DBuPP nanorods were prepared by mixing of the toluene solution
of H2DBuPP with nine times volume of acetonitrile [113]. The same procedure was followed
to synthesize zinc meso‐tetra(4‐pyridyl)porphyrin (ZnTPyP) nanostructures [118], with the
assistance of cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) as a surfactant to control the growth.
Morphologies varied from nanoparticles to nanofibers by adjusting the concentration of the
surfactant or the aging time. Compared to ZnTPyP nanoparticles, the fiber‐crystals demon‐
strated a higher photocatalytic activity toward degrading rhodamine B (RhB) pollutants. More
importantly, ZnTPyP nanofibers retained the photocatalytic efficiency after eight repeated runs
because of the geometric constraint. By changing the poor/good solvents, ZnTPyP hexagonal
nanocylinders are obtained [119]. The internal cavity thus enabled the encapsulation of Pt‐col‐
loids‐deposited TiO2 nanoparticles (Pt/TiO2) to produce the final Pt/TiO2‐ZnTPyP nanorods.
The as‐obtained nanorods showed the photocatalytic hydrogen evolution efficiency of 2 orders
magnitude greater than the simple mixture of Pt/TiO2 + ZnTPyP/Pt.
Different morphologies of ZnTPyP can also be synthesized through acid‐base neutralization.
In one study, the acidified ZnTPyP (ZnTPyP‐H44+) aqueous solution was mixed with the basic
surfactant solution under vigorous stirring [120]. By increasing the surfactant concentration,
a series of morphologies from amorphous nanoparticles to crystalline nanodisks, tetragonal
nanorods, and hexagonal nanorods were synthesized with controlled size and dimension
(Figure 5A–H). The largest pore surface area of about 457 m2 g−1 made porous nanodisks the
most efficient catalyst in photodegrading methyl orange (MO) (Figure 5I and J). Moreover,
the efficiency loss was greatly reduced during the repeated use due to the crystalline nature of
nanodisks (Figure 5K). In a different report, ZnTPyP nanooctahedra were synthesized by met‐
allization of H2TPyP [121]. In detail, Zn2+ was first mixed into H2TPyP acidic aqueous solution,
and the mixture was then injected into the basic solution with CTAB. Metalation of H2TPyP
to ZnTPyP just took place during the acid‐base neutralization, and it was observed that the
morphology of ZnTPyP transformed from nanooctahedra to nanowires with increasing the
pH value of the basic solution. ZnTPyP nanowires were found to have the best catalytic activ‐
ity in photodegradation of MO and showed no sign of corrosion in the structure after 15
cycles. Acid‐base neutralization was also used to synthesize various isolated TCPP aggregated
structures, including spheres, rods, flakes, and flowers for photodegradation of RhB [122].
Graphene‐supported TCPP nanorods have been synthesized to eliminate RhB by adding the
basic suspension of TCPP‐adsorbed graphene into acid aqueous solution of CTAB [123].
Ionic self‐assembly is an attractive synthetic method that is managed by electrostatic interac‐
tions of two oppositely charged building blocks. The cooperative interactions between the
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Figure 5. (A–H) Representative SEM images (first column), TEM images (second column) of ZnTPyP nanostructures
with different morphologies: nanoparticles (A and B), tetragonal nanorods (C and D), hexagonal porous nanodisks
(E and F), and hexagonal nanorods (G and H). (I) Nitrogen sorption isotherms obtained at 77 K for different ZnTPyP
nanocrystals. (J) Photocatalytic activities of ZnTPyP nanocrystals. Tetragonal nanorods with 200 nm length (c), same
concentration ZnTPyP in DMF (d), same concentration ZnTPyP in 0.01 M HCl (e), nanoparticles with 80 nm diameter
(f), hexagonal nanowires with 2 μm length (g), hexagonal rods with 400 nm length (h), and hexagonal porous nanodisks
(i) for photo degradation of MO molecules under visible light irradiation. The results from blank experiments, where no
ZnTPyP nanocrystals were used (a) an commercial P25 (b) was used are also presented for comparison. (K) Cycling tests
of photocatalytic activity of ZnTPyP nanodisks under visible light irradiation. Adapted from Ref. [120].

functional subunits may afford new interesting collective properties. For instance, four‐leaf
clover‐like morphologies have been constructed by ionic self‐assembly of Zn(II) meso‐tetra(4‐
sulfonatophenyl)porphyrin (ZnTPPS) and Sn (IV) meso‐tetra(N‐2‐hydroxyethyl‐4‐pyridinium)
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porphyrin (SnT(N‐EtOH‐4‐Py)P) [124]. With Pt as the cocatalyst for hydrogen evolution, the
clovers demonstrated a photoactivity far better than the sum of their individual effects. In
another study, ionic assembly between tin (IV) porphyrin cation and phosphomolybdate
anion led to the formation of new porphyrin‐polyoxometalate hybrid nanoparticles [125].
Due to the broadened absorption and efficient electron transfer, the formed hybrid exhibited
a strikingly high activity in photocatalytic hydrogen production.
Besides all that vaporization‐condensation‐recrystallization (VCR) organization is a com‐
monly used way to synthesized single crystals, as in the case of H2TPyP rectangular nano‐
tubes [111] and the tetraphenylporphyrin (H2TPP) nanoplates [126].
4.2.3. Photocatalytic efficiency
A photocatalysis event usually follows three steps: exciton formation by light absorption,
charge separation, and carrier conduction. Achievement of high photoenergy conversion
just relies on improving the efficiency of each step. First, aggregate formation has a strong
effect on the light‐harvesting efficiency. As mentioned above, the aggregation of porphyrins
often arises from a long‐range noncovalent interaction, while the molecular arrangement
into J‐aggregation (relative to H‐aggregation) is crucial to the light‐harvesting efficiency [127].
J‐aggregates are formed with a large number of molecular building blocks arranged in one
dimension. The strong intermolecular π electronic coupling within the long axes results in
a coherent excitation at red‐shifted wavelengths of increasing sharpness (higher absorption
coefficient). For instance, the time‐dependent UV‐vis spectra in monitoring the growth of one‐
dimensional (1D) ZnTPyP hollow hexagonal nanoprisms showed that the high‐energy Soret
band at 424 nm, associated with monomeric ZnTPyP, gradually decreased, with an increas‐
ing high‐energy The Soret band at 460 nm is associated with J‐aggregated ZnTPyP [108]. The
same spectral change was seen with ZnTPyP nanofibers, making the 1D nanofibers more
efficient light‐harvesting antenna than zero‐dimensional (0D) nanoparticles [118]. On the
other hand, J‐aggregates are promising building blocks to direct electron transport, thereby
to retard the charge recombination by stabilizing the electron transfer products. Insight into
dynamics and mobility of excitons has been obtained from J‐aggregates of perylene bisimides
(PBIs) by transient absorption spectra [128]. The findings indicated that exciton mobility in
the J‐aggregates of PBIs was restricted to one dimension and exciton diffusion length was
about 10 times larger than in disordered polymers. The 1D mobility thus allows for electron
migration along a preferential direction without trapping effects. As proved in the case of
TCPP series, J‐aggregated rods exhibited more photocatalytic efficiency than the flakes and
flowers [122]. As a step forward, it is proposed that alignment of the 1D nanostructures into
highly ordered arrays may produce collective behavior to achieve high performance.
It is highly acknowledged that organic materials suffer from notoriously low charge carrier
mobility, and photoexcited charge carriers may easily recombine before being exploited. To
address it, single‐crystalline organic nanostructures have been sought because the low‐defect
structure can largely impede the recombination of the excitons and accelerate effective charge
transport. Previous reports have studied the effect of impurities on the mobility of organic
pentacene, and concluded that a mobility of μ = 35 cm2 V−1 s−1 at room temperature was
increased to μ = 58 cm2 V−1 s−1 at 225 K for pentacene single crystals [129]. Moreover, purified
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rubrene single crystals have showed a maximum transistor mobility of μ = 18 cm2 V−1 s−1 [130].
Motivated by these, growing emphasis has been placed on the synthesis of photocatalytic
crystals. For instance, hierarchical structured nanocrystals of Sn (IV) meso‐tetraphenylporphy‐
rin dichloride (SnTPPCl) were synthesized and displayed high photocatalytic activities in the
reduction of platinum nanoparticles and in photodegradation of MO [131]. The XRD patterns
of SnTPPCl octahedra were indexed as a tetragonal space group, while the photocatalytic
ZnTPyP rectangular nanorods were indexed as a monoclinic space group [120]. In view of
the perfect molecular alignment, the photocatalytic crystals are more efficient and stable com‐
pared to the amorphous nanostructures.
Interfacial heterostructuring is another strategy to effectively reduce the recombination of
photoexcited electron‐hole pairs. The built‐in energy level offset within the heterojunction
can drive the exciton to dissociate for ready charge transfer. We have succeeded in the fab‐
rication of 1D organic single‐crystal p/n nanoheterojunctions made of p‐type H2TPP and n‐
type N,N‐(dicyclohexyl) perylene‐3,4,9,10‐tetracarboxylic diimide (CH‐PTCDI), as shown in
Figure 6A and B [126]. The large donor‐acceptor interface provides a strong driving force to
separate the spatial charges, and meanwhile the 1D structure facilitates the directed charge
transport along the long‐range axes, thereby leading to enhanced charge separation effi‐
ciency. An efficient PET process was evidenced by the significant FL quench of CH‐PTCDI
when coupled with H2TPP (Figure 6C). As a consequence, the H2TPP/CH‐PTCDI junc‐
tion showed a remarkably high photoactivity in photodegrading MB (Figure 6D). It is also
known that porphyrin nanostructures are able to photocatalytically reduce metal ions, which
encourages the preparation of serial porphyrin/metal nanohybrids. In particular, when pho‐
tocatalytic hydrogen evolution is discussed, self‐platinized porphyrins are preferred, with
Pt nanoparticles as cocatalysts to converted water into hydrogen gas. Examples are the self‐
platinized porphyrin nanotubes, nanosheets, nanofibers, and clovers that have been succes‐
sively synthesized for efficient hydrogen production [124, 132]. Additionally, a few reports
have presented the combination of porphyrins with inorganic semiconductors as an exciting
alternative. Such heterojunctions can take advantage of the two different material classes by
allowing for a good combination of the wide absorption spectrum of porphyrins and the high
mobility of the inorganic semiconductors. In one work, porphyrin‐TiO2 core‐shell nanopar‐
ticles have been prepared and exhibit better MB photodegradation than molecular porphyrin
sensitized TiO2 [133]. We also brought together the two materials to give a new configura‐
tion of TiO2 nanotube/H2TPP nanoparticle hybrids for PEC water splitting [134]. The result‐
ing hybrid displayed an intensive and broad absorption spectrum across 350–660 nm. Upon
photoexcitation of H2TPP, ultrafast charge injection from the excited H2TPP into TiO2 took
place, and the transferred electrons were then transported away via the unidirectional elec‐
tron channels of TiO2 nanotube arrays. The increased charge separation was well proved
by the largely reduced photocharge transfer resistance. Further example was provided by
the aforementioned three‐component Pt/TiO2‐ZnTPyP nanorods [119]. The formed electron
transfer cascade from excited ZnTPyP to the conduction band of TiO2, then to the surface
of Pt nanoparticles, resulted in an enhanced hydrogen evolution efficiency. As mentioned
above, the π‐conjugated carbon materials have been established as an ideal scaffold to anchor
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Figure 6. (A and B) SEM and TEM images of H2TPP/CH‐PTCDI nanoheterojunctions; (C) FL spectra of H2TPP (P), CH‐
PTCDI (N), and H2TPP/CH‐PTCDI (p/n) nanostructures; (D) photocatalytic degradation of MB with different samples
under visible light irradiation (λ > 400 nm). Adapted from Ref. [125].

molecular porphyrins for stability and recyclability. Inclusion of porphyrin nanostructures
into these scaffolds may seem as a logic step forward by further increasing the loading con‐
tent and stability. Certainly, such combination benefits much from the increased lifetime of
the charge carriers since these π‐conjugated carbon nanostructures can serve as an excellent
electron acceptor and an electron transporter as well. We have integrated H2TPP nanopar‐
ticles into graphene for the formation of free‐standing H2TPP/rGO nanohybrid film, as shown
in Figure 7A [135]. By coupling, the average lifetime of H2TPP emission was lengthened from
ca. 362 to 473 ps (Figure 7B), while the photocharge transfer was reduced from 176.2 to 46.7
Ω (Figure 7C). The increased electron transfer thus accounted for the improved photocata‐
lytic performance (Figure 7D). For the same purpose, well‐dispersed TCPP nanorods [123]
or ZnTPyP nanoassemblies have been successfully fabricated on the surface of graphene
nanoplates [136]. The same role was also addressed in g‐C3N4. In this respect, a combination
of g‐C3N4 and m‐oxo dimeric iron (III) porphyrin ((FeTPP)2O) was sketched to form g‐C3N4/
(FeTPP)2O nanocomposites, which showed dramatically improved photocatalytic hydrogen
production [137].
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Figure 7. (A) TEM image of H2TPP/rGO nanohybrids; (B) the FL decay profiles of H2TPP and H2TPP/rGO nanohybrids
in H2O (λex = 405 nm); (C) Nyquist plots collected by electrical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) of free‐standing rGO and
H2TPP/rGO films; (D) photocatalytic degradation of MB with different samples under visible light irradiation (λirradiation
> 400 nm). Adapted from Ref. [135].

5. Porphyrin‐based PEC water splitting devices
PEC water splitting is attractive because of its ease with which an electric field can be cre‐
ated at the semiconductor/liquid junction to manipulate the charge transfer reaction. In
water splitting, oxidation of water into O2 occurs at the photoanode, and H+ is reduced to
H2 at the photocathode. Ideally, a single semiconductor must absorb light with photon ener‐
gies larger than 1.23 eV, and have a conduction band energy (Ecb) and valence band energy
(Evb) that straddle the electrochemical potentials E° (H+/H2) and E°(O2/H2O), so as to drive
water splitting under illumination. Porphyrins with a band energy gap of 1.5–3.1 eV and the
matched HOMO and LUMO positions are in principle able to perform this PEC reaction. As
p‐type semiconductors, porphyrins are usually coupled with n‐type conductors to effectively
motivate the water‐splitting reaction. This part focuses on thin‐film photoelectrodes based on
porphyrin‐containing systems for PEC applications.
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5.1. Film deposition
Currently, the search of cheap and fast processing of large‐area photoelectrodes is of intense
research. In view of the low melting point, solubility, and flexibility, organic materials have the
advantages of low‐cost fabrication, and making flexible and lightweight devices. Generally,
thin‐film organic devices are fabricated either by vapor deposition or solution processing.
5.1.1. Solution‐processed deposition
The solubility of organic semiconductors is a desirable characteristic in making low‐cost elec‐
tronic devices. As one of them, porphyrins are or can be derivatized to soluble. Therefore,
thin‐film porphyrins can be fabricated by solution processing near room temperature, mainly
including dip coating, spin coating, or printing techniques [138, 139]. Printing methods, such
as screen printing and ink jet printing, also enable fabrication and patterning of the active
materials in a single step, and now the most use of them is made in fabricating organic field‐
effect transistors (OFETs), and organic light‐emitting diodes (OLEDs) [138, 139].
Dip coating and spin coating are the most widely used methods when it comes to small‐scale
processing, because it is easy to handle and fairly cheap to acquire the film. In a dip‐coating
process, a substrate is immersed into the solution of the active materials and then exposed
until dried. For instance, multilayered rGO‐porphyrin films have been fabricated by alter‐
nately dipping the substrate into a GO suspension and porphyrin solutions, followed by expo‐
sure to a hydrazine vapor [96]. The resulting film showed promising applications in PEC cells.
Spin coating is often used to deposit uniform thin films to a flat substrate, simply by spread‐
ing the solution of the active material over the substrate at a high rotating speed, but this
process is not quite applicable to large area, and too much material is wasted. In an example,
a mixture of zinc meso‐tetra(4‐carboxyphenyl)porphyrin (ZnTCPP) and fullerene (C60) was
spin‐coated onto the working electrodes, and exhibited efficient photocurrent generation
(IPCE value up to 47 ± 5%) [140].
5.1.2. Thermal vapor deposition
Vapor deposition generally includes vacuum thermal evaporation and organic vapor phase
deposition (OVPD). For organic molecules that have a poor solubility, vacuum thermal
evaporation is an ideal deposition method and is more suitable for multilayered fabrication
or cofabrication. In a number of examples, vacuum deposition is involved to manufacture
organic materials. Typically, source materials are heated under a vacuum environment, and
the deposited film is usually in high uniformity. For instance, organic bilayers made of p‐type
porphyrin analogies (phthalocyanine) and n‐type C60 or PBIs have been extensively deposited
by this method for PEC water splitting [141, 142]. Estimation of the film thickness and the
refractive index is often conducted by ellipsometry.
An alternative to vacuum deposition is organic vapor phase deposition (OVPD). It is char‐
acterized by a process in which heating of the source materials under a stream of hot inert
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gas. Then the sublimated molecules are transported to a low‐temperature zone by gas flow,
where molecules condensed into nanocrystals. The OVPD method offers good control over
deposition efficiency and film morphology by adjusting the amount of the source materials,
gas flow rate, or the collecting substrate. In our work, photocatalytic H2TPP/CH‐PTCDI junc‐
tions were codeposited via the OVPD method [126]. The two source materials were located
into the upstream area with certain spacing distance because of their different sublimation
temperature, and silicon wafers were put at the downstream cooled zone to collect samples
with nitrogen as the carrier gas.
5.2. Hard porphyrin photoanodes
Appropriate choice of deposition methods makes it possible to assemble molecular, nano‐
structured, or thin‐film porphyrins onto different electrodes. Metal substrates, such as Au, Al,
or Pt, have always been involved to assemble the monolayer of porphyrin‐based molecules
by dip coating [143–145]. These monolayers ranged from single porphyrins to porphyrin‐
C60 dyads, or ferrocene‐porphyrin‐C60 triads, with an aim to increase intermolecular electron
transfer. Furthermore, well‐organized molecular assemblies can be achieved by covalent
attachment of functional molecules to the chemically modified metals, as in the case of por‐
phyrin alkane‐thiolate with short alkanethiols on the gold nanoclusters [146], which resulted
in an increased photocurrent density.
Due to the band match, other hard substrates such as ITO or FTO glasses, nanostructured
TiO2, SnO2, or ZnO have been employed to couple with porphyrin nanoassemblies. Of them,
ITO glass is the mostly used semiconducting substrate, and a number of photoactive organic
materials have been deposited on it either by spin coating or vapor deposition. As described
above, different combinations of organic bilayers made of porphyrin analogies and n‐type
semiconductors have been fabricated on ITO by vapor deposition. For instance, organic p/n
bilayer of C60 and 29H, 31H‐phthalocyanine (H2Pc) was prepared by vapor deposition, and
ITO glass was used as the collecting electrode [142]. As shown in Figure 8A, the photoanode
comprised H2Pc layer coated on ITO, and C60 coated on top of the H2Pc layer (denoted as
ITO/H2Pc/C60). PEC splitting of water into H2 was confirmed across the entire visible light
energy region (λ < 750 nm) in Figure 8B, with the faradaic efficiency for the H2 evolution
around 90%. In another work, whiskered PBIs/H2Pc bilayer was fabricated on ITO as photo‐
anodes (ITO/PBIs/H2PC) [147]. Formation of the whiskered H2Pc by proper thermal control
resulted in an enhancement of the p/n interface. Therefore, the magnitude of the oxidation
kinetics at the whiskered H2Pc/water interface was demonstrated to be 2.5 times higher than
the flat interface. We have adopted the dip‐coating method to coat H2TPP nanoparticles onto
TiO2 nanotube arrays as photoanodes, leading to enhanced photocurrent generation [134]. In
another study, C60‐ZnTPyP nanorods have been deposited onto nanostructured SnO2 films,
and exhibited a power conversion efficiency of 0.63% and an IPCE of 35% [148].
5.3. Flexible porphyrin photoanodes
The low‐temperature processing and low cost make organic devices one of the most impor‐
tant semiconductor devices for flexible optoelectronic device applications. Therefore, growing
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Figure 8. (A) An illustration of the ITO/H2Pc/C60 photoanode; (B) action spectra of the photocurrent generated at ITO/
H2Pc/C60‐Pt (irradiation direction: ITO side (●) and Pt‐coated C60 side (ο)) and absorption spectrum of employed bilayer
(−). Adapted from Ref. [142].

development has been made on flexible organic devices, including organic solar cells, OLEDs,
OFETs, sensors, and memories. As in one case of pentacene‐based OFETs, 125‐μm‐thick poly‐
ethylene naphthalate (PEN) film was used as a flexible substrate and 30‐nm‐thick pentacene
was thermally deposited to create the organic active layer [149]. One early study was deal‐
ing with fully flexible OLEDs [150]. The device was built on a poly(ethylene terephthalate)
substrate, with soluble polyaniline as the hole‐injecting electrode, substituted poly(1,4‐phen‐
ylene‐vinylene) as the electroluminescent layer. Moreover, a first example of all‐organic flex‐
ible photoanodes was presented to remove a gaseous pollutant (trimethylamine, TMA) [141].
Instead of ITO, H2Pc (50 nm)/PBIs (50 nm) bilayer was coated on a self‐standing fluorocarbon
polymer (Nafion 112) to act as a photoanode. This all‐organic catalyst is responsive to full‐
spectrum visible light (<780 nm), which holds promise in future use inside buildings when
only interior light is present.

6. Conclusion and perspective
To sum up, this chapter presents the recent advances on the porphyrin‐based organophoto‐
catalysts. Porphyrins possess many light conversion functionalities such as light harvesting
and energy/electron transfer, and are thus acknowledged to be a promising tool in homo‐
geneous, heterogeneous photocatalysis, or even PEC solar cells. Molecular porphyrins have
easy access to other reactive species and thus render a high photocatalytic efficiency, but their
limitations arise from the stability and reuse. Inclusion of porphyrin molecules onto solid
supports provides a robust material that can be easily recovered for successive use. In the
series of solid supports, the electron‐accepting and electron‐conducting carbon materials are
preferred in initiating an increased PET mechanism. Their large surface area also allows for
high‐loading content. Nanoassembly makes heterogenization of porphyrins a further step
forward, opening a way to control the light conversion functionality in the aggregated state.
Ordered molecular alignment is attainable by proper control over the supramolecular assem‐
bly, thus resulting in enhanced light‐harvesting and charge‐transfer efficiencies. Promoted
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charge transfer can also be fulfilled by a combination of nanostructured porphyrins with
other acceptor materials, such as metals, inorganic semiconductors, and organic electron
acceptors. Moreover, porphyrins can be fabricated onto hard or flexible/stretchable electrodes
by low‐temperature solution processing or vapor deposition, which finds wide applications
in PEC solar cells.
Despite the current knowledge of the organic/inorganic hybrid, an in‐depth insight into the
interface geometry is essential in determining and understanding the properties and func‐
tions of the two different material classes. Supplementary information can be provided by
rational calculation and simulation, especially in light of the electronic properties, excitation
dynamics, and charge transport of the hybrid materials. Further efforts are required to align
these molecular assemblies onto any desired substrate at the macroscopic level. The resulting
collective effect will finally lead to remarkable improvement on light conversion efficiency for
practical applications in optoelectronic devices.
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